
Researchers McTighe and Wiggins created a framework in their 2013
publication, Essential Questions: Opening Doors to Student Understanding
which offers students a scaffold to think deeply and ask questions which go
beyond demanding basic recalled knowledge and encourage critical and
creative thinking. According to the authors, an 'essential question' or 'EQ' is
open ended, thought-provoking, and points towards important, transferable
ideas within (and sometimes across) disciplines. An essential question could
be 'What influences creative expression?' as opposed to 'What were common
artistic symbols used by the Incas?' Students can be encouraged to create their
own essential questions and while this encourages a culture of enquiry, it can
also serve to identify any misconceptions they may have which can inform
next steps in instructional design.

An interesting takeaway from the McTighe and Wiggins framework is that this
strategy can be most effective when educators themselves use essential
questions as the focal point in creating units of study. This signals to the
students that enquiry is a key focus of their learning and the unit will be
intellectually challenging. 
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Scaffolds for
student-
created EQs

How would it be different if....?
What are the reasons....?
Suppose that....?
What if....?
What is the purpose of....?
What would change if....?
Had…..would…..have occurred?
How influential was……in……?
How does…..relate to…..?
How might……help us to
understand…..
What does…..reveal about…..?
Could……have happened
without…..?
Does…..matter when trying to
understand the reasons for….?

https://amzn.to/3qt6WJo


Wellbeing
Questionnaire

Free resources
to support

learning and
teaching

Digital learning and
teaching tips 4 min video.
Background audio and
video to support
classroom and home
study.
Retrieval Practice
worksheets
Ice breakers to build
relationships
Writing frames

Have you struggled to create a worksheet in Word? Try PowerPoint
instead. This quick tutorial will show you how to change the page
orientation in PowerPoint between landscape and portrait.

Have you ever scrolled through a long document searching for a
specific word? Avoid this frustrating waste of time and click 'Ctrl' and
'F' on your keyboard. Type the keyword you are searching for and you
will be presented with a list every time the word appears....or doesn't.

Collaborating in a digital space can be complex, but Padlet offers a
simple way to gather ideas of your students in one, visually appealing,
and easily digestible format. Think of Padlet like an interactive digital
noticeboard. You can add audio where you explain tasks, give
instructions, or talk through a discussion point. You can then
encourage your students to contribute their ideas, share video content,
images, and texts. The Padlet can be shared and printed if required.
Padlet doesn't work well if you are trying to gather answers to recall-
based questions as all students can see all the responses from their
peers. You get three Padlets free and there are specific plans for
schools that want to create more. This really is a great solution to some
of the challenges presented by online or blended leaning.

Developing Digital Skills
3 digital tips you can use in your classroom today

We are committed to prioritising the
wellbeing of our educators. You are on
the frontline. You make our school
work. You create environments and
opportunities for our students to
flourish and feel safe. 

We understand that the wellbeing of
our educators is linked to student
wellbeing.

We want to build a sustainable
environment for educators and
students alike. 

In order to achieve this  we invite you
to respond to this anonymous survey
about wellbeing

Access the survey here.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QXOQaqrK5bY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PmQHjZjNZN0&t=7606s
https://www.historysuccessguides.com/retrieval-practice
https://www.historysuccessguides.com/ice-breakers
https://www.historysuccessguides.com/writing-frames
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/change-the-page-orientation-in-powerpoint-between-landscape-and-portrait-9e64b176-7d80-4390-84d2-f61247209780?ui=en-us&rs=en-us&ad=us
https://padlet.com/
https://padlet.com/


Individualised instruction is the term used to describe a method of teaching
that tailors content, mode of instruction, and pace to the abilities and
interests of the learner. Based on Swiss biologist and psychologist Jean
Piaget’s cognitive theory, individualised instruction promotes greater
instructor consideration for the specific traits of individual learners.
Adaptations made to individualise instruction is hailed by some researchers
as far superior to classroom-style group discussion because when
instructors vary their style of instruction to best meet the needs of the
learner, the learning and knowledge acquisition can be significant.

There are three fundamental variables of individualised instruction: pace
(the amount of time given to a student to learn the content), method (the
way that the instruction is structured and managed) and content (the
material to be learned). When an instructor designs learning experiences for
one seemingly homogenous group based on age, the result can be that not
all learners will engage or be able to access and process the materials.
Conversely, when the instructor offers a more flexible learning experience
according to the three fundamental variables, specific learner
characteristics can be addressed and needs met. Piaget believed that
humans create their own understanding of the world. In theological terms,
he was a psychological constructivist, believing that learning is caused by
the blend of two processes: assimilation and accommodation.

The Education Endowment Foundation argues that individualised instruction
has enjoyed greater success when digital technologies are employed. The
immediate feedback education gamification models offer is a clear example
of this. Arguably individualised instruction serves to democratise education
in a way that traditional didactic classroom teaching cannot, and yet there
are criticisms of individualised instruction serving best those learners that
are already skilled in managing their own learning.

How might we
personalise learning?
USING INDIVIDUALISED INSTRUCTION
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Universal Design
for Learning (UDL)
The Universal Design for Learning
(UDL) framework offers a structure
within which instructors can design
engaging and personalised learning
experiences for all learners.

Created by non-profit education
research and development
organisation, CAST (Center for
Applied Special Technology), UDL is
now used globally with the intention
of making learning more inclusive.

The premise that underpins this
framework is that educators need to
identify and put into action
strategies to improve and optimise
teaching and learning for all people
based on scientific insights into how
humans learn.

The instructor is encouraged to
think carefully and creatively about
how they will engage each student,
how they can present the
information to be processed in
multiple ways, and then provide
multiple ways of expression for their
students.

The ultimate goal for learning and
instruction is expert learners that
are purposeful and motivated,
resourceful, knowledgeable,
strategic,  and goal-orientated.
Read more here.

https://medium.com/age-of-awareness/personalised-education-experiences-be017bc9dc23


Imagery is where students can literally picture in their
mind the content to be learned, perhaps by visualising
numbers, words, diagrams etc.

Mnemonics can be any memory device but usually pertains
to using letters to remember the order of events, etc.
‘ROYGBIV’ is sometimes used to recall the colours of the
rainbow.

Elaboration means to process information by adding to it
in a meaningful way. Using triggers or prompts, students
can fuse together prior knowledge to new knowledge to
create what the authors state should provide ‘a more
durable and accessible memory trace’.

Read more about how to use the C.R.I.M.E strategy in your
lessons, teaching of revision strategies and how it can be
combined successfully with UDL here.

Chunking
Rehearsal
Imagery
Mnemonics
Elaboration

Hattie and Yates point out in their book, Visible Learning and the Science
of How We Learn, that learners can use strategies to move information to
be learned into their long-term memories. They state that this entails
active responding in that the mind has to ‘do something with this stuff
before it disappears.’

They advise a strategy they label C.R.I.M.E. This mnemonic stands for:

Chunking means to group, sort , organise, or classify information. The
mind reduces cognitive overwhelm by creating patterns which can be
recalled more easily than mismanaged content.

Rehearsal involves repetition by the student of the material or skills to
be learned. This can look like rote learning but Hattie and Yates state
that 'by adolescence, rehearsal will take the form of a cumulative
rehearsal and fast finish, a much more sophisticated form'.

If you are interested in exploring ways to create a culture of thinking in
your school, we can highly recommend Making Thinking Visible: How to
Promote Engagement, Understanding, and Independence for All
Learners by Ron Ritchhart, Mark Church and Karin Morrison (Jossey-
Bass, 2020). There are so many gems in this book, it would be difficult
to select one, but if I had to, I would point to the authors’ work on
explaining the thinking skills needed for understanding across all
disciplines. They point to the types of thinking that are essential to
develop understanding. These include, observing closely and
describing what’s there, building explanations and interpretations,
reasoning with evidence, making connections, considering different
viewpoints and perspectives, capturing the heart and forming
conclusions, wondering and asking questions, reasoning with evidence,

making connections, considering different viewpoints and perspectives,
capturing the heart and forming conclusions, wondering and asking
questions, uncovering complexity and going below the surface of
things. The authors encourage all subject and grade level teachers to
use these thinking skills to frame their teaching units. They also point
to the notion that these eight types of thinking can be used by teachers
to assess whether students have understood. These thinking skills
could also serve as a framework or rubric for a unit of work, activity
block, supra curriculum group or school trip.

If you like this book, you will really enjoy Creating Cultures of Thinking:
The 8 Forces We Must Master to Truly Transform Our Schools, by Ron
Ritchhart, Chris Sorensen, et al.

Professional Development Book
Recommendations

How might teachers
support their
students with
revision strategies to
build life long
learning skills?
USING THE SCIENCE OF LEARNING 
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https://medium.com/age-of-awareness/why-c-r-i-m-e-might-pay-off-in-classrooms-ae5c08404f78
https://amzn.to/3tr8B4h
https://amzn.to/3KgI7IL
https://amzn.to/3q86SyD
https://amzn.to/3IaGwlA
https://amzn.to/3qaZSko

